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R E C O R D I N G 

SA The date is October 8 , 2023 . The 

time is appr oximatel y 12 : 15 p . m. And this is an interview 

with President Joseph Biden . 

MR. HUR: Thank you,-· Good morning 

everybody . Mr . President, thank you for your time . 

Actually, it ' s technical l y a f ternoon . Good afternoon. 

Thank you very much for being here ; we appreciate 

your time very much . I think, just for clarity of the 

record, I should quickly go around and make a note of 

everyone who ' s here. I'm Rob Hur , the special counsel, 

joined by Marc Krickbaum and DOJ 
' 

, also with the 

Special Counsel ' s Office. And we ' re joined by two FBI 

agents, and 

President Biden, obviously, you ' re here . Thank 

you very much . You ' re joined by members of the White House 

Counsel ' s team : White House Counsel Ed Siske! , Dick Sauber 

and Rachel Cotton, and also your two personal counsel , Bob 

Bauer and David Laufman. Have I missed anybody who is not 

seated at the table? 

UNIDENTIFI ED MALE SPEAKER: No . 

MR . HUR: All right , good . Well, then, with that , 

I have some preliminary matters to go over briefly, but 

before I do that , do you all have anything else you ' d like 

to say before we jum~ in? •· 
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3 

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAK~R: No . 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: No. 

MR . HUR: Okay. All right . Well, Mr. President, 

I do want to take an additional minute and thank you for 

being here and making this time for us. I know there's a 

lot of other things in the world going on that demand your 

attention . 

PRESIDENT EIDEN : We may be interrupted by one. 

MR. HUR: Understood. Understood . 

PRESIDENT BIDEN : I don 't - - I hope not. 

MR. HUR: We hope not too . 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: I just got off the phone with 

Bibi Netanyahu. 

MR . HUR: Yes, sir. So I also wanted to say that 

we know that you have provided significant cooperation with 

our investigation, and I wanted to personally recognize that 

and thank you for it . 

PRESIDENT BIDEN : The FBI knows my house better 

than I do. 

(Laughter) 

MR . HUR : I'm not sure about that , sir. 

PRESIDENT BIDEN : I ' m pretty sure . 

MR . HUR: I hope it ' s been obvious during the 

months that we 've been at work that my goals have been to 
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MR. HUR: -- do a thorough and professional job, 

but also to do it as swiftly as possible. And your 

cooperation has been very helpful in us trying to achieve 

all of those goals, especially the efficiency of our, of our 

investigation. 

On the topic of cooperation, you know, as federal 

prosecutors, we do assess cooperation at the end of an 

investigation. Obviously, your willingness to sit for this 

interview today and tomorrow and answer our questions is 

part of that cooperation. It ' s obviously very important to 

answer our ques tions truthfully. And we appreciate very 

much your willingness, and we hope that you will be able to 

-- that you ' ll put forth your best efforts and really try to 

get your best recollection in response to the questions we 

ask, because I acknowledge that some of the questions we are 

asking relate to events that happened years ago. 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: I ' m a young man, so it's not a 

problem. 

(Laughter) 

MR. HUR: Okay, great. Glad to hear it . 

A couple of other ministerial notes. I may ask a 

question that is unclear or badly phrased . I sometimes do 

that; I often do that. If I ever ask a question that you 

don ' t quite understand, you don't -- you need clarification, 
FREE STATE REPORTING, INC. 
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MR. HUR : then you should.say, I don ' t 

understand what you're saying . You should ask me to try to 

clarify i t and I 'll take another crack at it . 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: Okay. 

MR . HUR: And then should you ever want to take a 

break today or tomorrow 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: By the way, there's a restroom 

right behind us. 

MR. HUR: Oh, thank you. 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: For the rest of you as well. 

MR . HUR : Good to know. Thank you. 

Should you ever want to take a break during the 

interview, including to confer with members of t he White 

House Counsel ' s office or your personal counsel, all you got 

to do is just let us know that and we ' ll take a break . 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: Okay. 

MR . HUR: All right. 

MR . BAUER : Rob? 

MR. HUR: Yes. 

MR. BAUER : On the question of clarity, the 

question -- we don ' t want to interrupt the flow . 

MR. HUR : Um-hmm. 

MR. BAUER: Of course, i f Ed or I have any 

uncertainty about what you ' re asking --
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MR . HUR: Sure. 

MR. BAUER: we may also ask for clarity about 

the question . 

MR . HUR: I would be surprised if you did not, 

Bob. 

MR . BAUER : I ' m confident of that . 

MR . HUR: Okay . All right. Any other 

preliminaries before we jump in? Okay. 

Well, Mr. President, normally, we start these 

kinds of interviews by asking the witness to tell us a 

little bit about their background. You probably have had 

your background documented as well or better than any other 

person on the planet today, so we will not be asking you to 

take us back t o Scranton. 

We will be asking you to take us back to more 

recently, back to the end of the Obama Administration, so 

January of 2017 . So if you could cast your mind back to 

tha t time, you, at that point --

PRESIDENT EIDEN : Piece of paper? 

MR . BAUER : Yes, of course. Here. 

MR . HUR: You, at that point , we re about to become 

a private citizen for the first time in 40 years. That 

would be the first time in four decades that you were not 

going to be in government service . So could you just 
FREE STATE REPORTING, INC . 
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MR. HUR: tell us a little bit about what you 

were planning on doihg with your time as a private citizen? 

What kind of projects and pursuits you were thinking about 

engaging in? And, a note about this question, I am thinking 

about public, external-facing pursuits as opposed to 

personal, family- oriented pursuits, if that helps narrow 

the category of things that you can talk --

PRESIDENT EIDEN: I was going to become a 

professor at the University of Pennsylvania, and I was 

working at the University of Delaware for the Eiden School 

on domestic policy. 

MR . HUR: Um-hmm. 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: And so my objective was to stay 

engaged in public policy debate and teach. 

By the way, I taught before, when I was a senator, 

on Saturdays for a number of years. I taught at Delaware 

Law School. I taught a course on constitutional law on 

Saturday mornings. So it was -- I wanted to continue that 

kind of work . 

MR. HUR: Understood. So with respect to your 

professorship and the Penn Biden Center, how much of your 

time did you anticipate spending on that post-vice 

presidency? 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: Al l of it . 
FREE STATE REPORTING, INC. 
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MR. HUR: All of it? 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: Yeah, I mean, it was a job. How 

much time do you expect to spend on your -- I'm not being 

facetious. I mean, I wanted to have recreation -- other 

things, I don't mean that . But this was going to be my job . 

MR. HUR: And how did your participation in the 

efforts of the Biden Institute factor into that as well? 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: Well, that was part of it as 

well, and Penn knew that I was working with the Biden 

Institute on domestic policy. And the real advantage I had 

in the Penn job was they gave me money to hire staff . So I 

was able to hire some first-rate people like the Secretary 

of State now. He's my Secretary of State. He was working 

for me at the Penn Center, at the Penn Biden Center. And so 

it was, you know, it was about being engaged in matters that 

I thought were still consequential. Domestic policy was 

related mainly to matters having to do with the Judiciary 

Committee and economic policy. And at Penn, it was mainly 

to on foreign policy. 

MR. HUR: One of the other things that we know 

that you spent some -- a significant amount of time doing 

after the end of your vice presidency was writing a book, 

Promise Me, Dad. So when you were thinking about writing 

that book at the end ~f your vice presiden~y, how much time 
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MR. HUR: -- did you anticipate that would take of 

yours? 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: I didn ' t anticipate. I couldn ' t 

-- it took more time than the first book I wrote . I wrote a 

best seller early on, it was on the Best Seller's list . And 

then what I wanted to do was write a book about my son, 

because he was a remarkable man, and I wanted to 

grandchildren and great- grandchildren and family to 

my 

understand who he was and have some documentation of it . I 

wasn ' t writing it at the time thinking that it was going to 

sell, you know, it was going to be a best seller, that kind 

of thing . 

I wanted people to know what a normal -- this is a 

guy, you know, on his death bed grabbed my hand and said, 

dad, I ' m not afraid, don't -- promise me, dad, promise me, 

dad, you ' ll stay engaged, promise me. Because he knew how 

much I adored him, and he was worried I'd sort of walk away 

from everything I'd always worked on . So I wanted people to 

know what kind of man he was. 

MR. HUR: And we ' re going to be talking about 

Promise Me, Dad more further on, and tomorrow as well. But 

please just allow me to say for a moment, I am so terribly, 

terribly sorry for your loss. 

PRESIDENT·BIDEN: You know, a. lot of people -
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PRESIDENT BIDEN: -- have, have had similar 

10 

losses, or worse, without the kind of support I had. I have 

a family that's an incredible fami ly. And - - so I had -- I 

just know that - - I wonder all the people out there -- I've 

written about and talked about . So many brave people who 

get up every morning and put one foot in front of the other. 

And I don't know how the hell they do it. Just, just keep 

moving forward. But I had a lot of help . 

MR. HUR: One other thing we understand you spent 

significant time on, I think toward the end of your vice 

presidency as well as post-vice presidency, was the Biden 

Cancer Initiative. 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: Yes. 

MR. HUR : Also known as the Cancer Moonshot. So, 

can you tell us about your thinking in January 2017 about 

how much time that was going to take of yours, and its 

relative priority to other things that you were working on. 

PRESIDENT EIDEN: It was high priority, and that ' s 

one of the reasons why I liked Penn as well . Penn has a 

great medical school, and a great cancer research facility 

up there. And I talked with the president at Penn, and I 

talked to the people at the school, and Beau had engaged 

with them as well as a patient . And so -- the great thing 

about Penn, it wasn't a straight line . I had access to - -
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PRESIDENT BIDEN: -- a whole range of experts who 

could help me on the things , or I thought I could help 

they thought I could be added value, I think, as well. But 

- - and the way that came about was, I -- in order to try to 

deal with what Beau was facing, I visited every major cancer 

research facility in the world, the world, with one 

exception, to interview and find out about what they knew 

about glioblastoma, what they knew about various -- because 

ram still convinced -- I am still working on the Cancer 

Initiative to -- what I found was that cancer docs are 

incredible, but a lot of them walk by that mirror looking at 

themselves as a Pulitzer Prize of - - a Nobel Prize about to 

be won. They don't share data and information very much . 

So under the Obama Administration, he told me I could begin 

the research, see what we should be doing as an 

administration to deal with cancer. 

And what I did find out was there ' s very little 

collaboration, and -- even on projects where there ' s a lot 

of money the federal government puts out for research 

projects . And the deal is, you're supposed to, once that 

project is finished, publish it. Well, the vast majority 

don't publish it for a long time, and they never publish 

their failures. No -- look, when I say - - not their 

failure, when they didn't reach the conclusion they were 
FREE STATE REPORTING, r~c . 
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PRESIDENT EIDEN : - - looking for . And you learn 

more from that as you learn anything else . So one of my -

and the President gave me carte blanche to engage any member 

of the Administration. So, for example, we used to have 

meetings at NIH where there was a l l the medical -- what I 

did, I made sure that the Defense Department was t here . I 

made sure that the, the - - NASA was there . NASA knows more 

about , about dealing with some of the things that have to do 

when working that cancer. Many people die trying to - - when 

they kill the cancer, they use a proton - - anyway. 

So there are all kinds of things. And I wanted, I 

wanted the Defense Department in there because they had 

computers -- a million billion calculations per second. And 

no medical facility had that . So I ' ve tried to give every 

resource that I've learned - I ' m no doctor - I ' ve learned 

theoretically could be added value in determining what was 

the source of certain cancers, and therefore , cures. So 

that ' s how I got so deeply engaged in that . 

MR. HUR: Understood. So, let me shift gears here 

slightly . We ' ve talked about the kinds of efforts and 

initiatives that you were thinking about spending time on 

after the end of your vice presidency. Could you tell us 

what you were thinking back at the time, in January 2017, 

about where you planned to spend your time? So we --
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MR . HUR : - - understand that you, you rented a 

home on Chain Bridge Road in McLean, Virginia. 

UNIDENTIFIED MALE : Yeah . 

13 

MR . HUR : You obviously still have the lake house 

in Wilmington at that time. At some point, you acquired the 

beach home in Rehoboth. So there were a number of different 

places where you could lay your head after the end of your 

vice presidency . How did you think about where you were 

going to be spending time? 

PRESIDENT BI DEN : Well, I didn ' t think about the 

beach house because I didn ' t have the capacity to -- for 36 

years, I was listed as the poorest man in Congress . I mean, 

literally listed by that rating. And I did fine, because I 

had my salary. So I never thought of that . I commuted 

every day. 

But the reason for Penn wanting me to have a 

facility in Washington was , they wanted me to continue to 

engage with Congress and the Senate , presidency, and the 

administrat ions - - each administration in debates about what 

the foreign policy issues were. And so I was -- they had 

often set up for me to be guest lecturers in Europe, or 

wherever it was, to continue to engage in the fundamental 

debates about the future of the foreign pol icy of the United 

States . 
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PRESIDENT BIDEN: So that ' s why - - and, if you 

notice, the Penn Biden Center was as close as you get to the 

Capitol without being on the Capitol grounds. It had 

conference rooms, and the like , so I could bring down 

people. And they ' d come down and debate issues like they do 

in other fora, like the Council on Foreign Relations . That 

was sort of the generic model. 

MR. HUR : And given that , was that the, I suppose, 

the reason for you to have a home in the Washington, D.C . 

area? 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: Yeah . Yeah. Yes, because my 

wife was still teaching . In order for her to be able to 

continue to teach at Northern Virginia Community College. 

And rather than have her commute . And if I had gone back 

and located in Del aware permanently, I wouldn ' t have had the 

reach. 

I 'd been -- I ' d be traveling a lot down here and 

in o t her areas to not just engage American diplomats, but to 

engage foreign diplomats to come and talk about foreign 

policy. 

MR. HUR: Understood. 

PRESIDENT BIDEN : And with - - expose students too. 

I mean, that was the whole idea here, expose the Penn 

students to these opportunities . 
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MR. HUR: Okay . Any other questions on that 

general overview? 

All right. I ' d like to move onto the next topic, 

which generally is going to cover questions about your 

handling of classified information and materials during your 

vice presidency. And let me try to frame the following set 

of questions for you. We do understand -- we well 

understand that the President and the Vice President in our 

system of government are the ultimate consumers of 

intelligence and classified information. And in order for 

you to properly do your constitutional duties, you have to 

have ready and convenient access to classified information. 

So part of the reason we've been talking to so 

many people during the course of our investigation is , we ' re 

trying to get a better sense of how vice presidents , and you 

particular when you in particular when you were Vice 

President , how you stored and accessed that information, 

given that the handling rules, the classified handling rules 

that apply to every other human being in government don't 

necessarily apply to the President and Vice President. 

Those two folks are different. 

All that being said, in the end, we have to write 

a report that explains how and why certain classified 

documents got to where they got. So, part of why we ' re 
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MR. HUR: asking this next set of questions, 

and we've been talking to so many of the people we ' ve talked 

to is, we are just trying to understand the paper flow of 

classified information. How does it get to a Vice 

President? How did it get to then- Vice President Biden? 

And then where did these documents go from there? 

So it ' s -- that's the reason -- that's the 

relevance of this next set of questions of that whole topic 

to our investigation. So all that said, we hope that you 

can s hare wit h us your recollections -about how you handled 

classified and those paper flows and processes during the 

time that you were the Vice President . 

So, we understand that, due to the sheer vol ume of 

paper and the need to send material to Archives after, after 

you're done with them, your papers were constantly being 

collected by members of your staff. And new materials were 

being provided to you. And part of the way that that 

happened was that you received binders on a near-daily 

basis. Sometimes they were unclassified binders; sometimes 

they were classified binders. And this is, I suppose, a 

more higher level, more general question. 

I could see how there mi gh t be a tension between, 

on the one hand, your staff being eager to collect that 

stuff from you, make sure it ' s properly disposed of and 
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MR. HUR : then sent to Archives, or whatever 

needs to happen to it . But on the other hand, you may say, 

well, I ' m not done with that . I need, I need to read that 

more than once; I need to hang onto it for a little bit; I 

need to digest it so I can properly incorporate it into my 

thinking and my decision making . And so I could understand 

-- and I think we ' ve got an understanding of those two 

competing dynamics. 

So with that framing, when you were Vice President 

and you received classified documents that you wanted to 

hang onto for a bit - - it wasn ' t just a, read it once and 

send it on type thing. You wanted to hang onto it for a 

little longer . How would you - - how did you handle that? 

How did you store those materials , and how did it eventually 

get returned to where it needed to go? 

PRESIDENT EIDEN: Look, first of all, the binders 

you talk about were binders that were for the Presidenti al 

Daily Brief . It was a blue bag that has a lock on it that 

comes over . It has a computer in it, and it has a I 

mean , a laptop kind of deal. And it has a binder with the 

all the most important I could show you one today, but 

of the events of the day . So, it'd be Tab 1, 2, 3, 4, and 

it will have a listing of what they are . 

Almost eve~ything, with rninim~l exceptions , in 
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PRESIDENT BIDEN: -- that is classified. And so I 

would sit there and either read that with other personnel. 

We have a - - what they call a PDB, Presidential Daily Brief, 

which I would attend. Or I would be reading it myself. And 

when I took notes, I would take notes on the paper most of 

the time to remind myself what I wanted to follow up on . 

And then I'd sit with my national security team, and say we 

should follow up on this, find out more about whether or 

not, you know, who killed Cock Robin, you know, and find 

out. 

And so the binders like this that I received, I 

mean, you know, a binder would be handed this way. I don't 

recall getting a whole lot of those binders, and - - like, 

something like you're handing me today . It would be the 

Presidential Daily Brief that would have it . 

But lots of times what I get is, I get briefed 

from my national security advisor, I get briefed by my, my 

-- whoever was handling various aspects of foreign policy 

for me . And that 's how I'd get -- they'd come in and they ' d 

have, you know, five papers in their hand . And they'd say, 

here's a copy for you, let's go over what we ' re doing here. 

That was the way -- I mean, I got very little 

material that had on the front of it, you know, classi -

with the yellow or -- I mean, the red boundary on it , or -
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PRESIDENT EI DEN: -- the blue one, whatever . I 

got very little of that other than through the PDB that I 

recall . Anything that had that on it , what I would do when 

I finished it, I'd leave it on the desk and they ' d collect, 

they ' d collect it, take it in. 

And - - I ' m trying to -- does that answer your 

question? 

MR. HUR: It ' s very helpful. I have a follow-on 

question . 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: Sure. 

MR. HUR : Which is -- so let ' s focus on the PDB 

materials, which I think you said had an electronic 

component to it, like - -

PRESIDENT EIDEN : Yeah, I never used that one . 

MR. HUR: Okay. But there were also paper, hard 

copy --

PRESIDENT BIDEN : It was a binder. 

MR . HUR : A binder. 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: A binder . 

MR. HUR : A PDB binder, okay. So let ' s say you ' re 

reviewing the PDB binder , and you think to yourself , this, 

this stuff right here, this part of the PDB binder, that ' s 

important, and I want to, I want to think about that some 

more, I want to read it again. I want to talk to my 
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MR . HUR: -- members of my own national security 

staff about it . And I ' m not ready for that to get whisked 

away and taken off my desk. 

PRESIDENT BIDEN : I don ' t ever recal l that 

happening. It may have. But usual l y what I ' d do, I ' d wr ite 

down on a notecard, follow up with Jake on "bang," follow up 

with "boom on boom. " And then I ' d call my team in and say, 

what , what do you think this means, that, that so-and-so 

move forces here or ther e , or so- and- so said such- and- such, 

and follow on that . And I ' d ask, can you do me a memo on 

that? And they ' d go back and -- and, anyway . 

MR . HUR : Okay. Understood. Do you recall any 

instances in which, you know , say the PDB binder had Tabs 1 

through 5 on it , 1 through 10, or something, where you would 

actually r emove something and say, you know, to make my 

conversation with my national security staff, my team, 

easier, I'm going to say, pull this out . 

PRESIDENT EIDEN : I don ' t recall doing that . 

MR . HUR : And then I ' m going to say, hey, guys, I 

need to follow up on this. 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: I don ' t recall that. 

MR . HUR : Okay . 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: Taking anything out of the PDB 

binder, you know . What I would do is, I ' d say, I'm - -
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PRESIDENT BIDEN : -- keeping the binder till this 

afternoon, and I want to talk to you about this. Come back 

in and take a look at it with me. But I don ' t ever recall 

taking pieces of the binder out. 

MR. HUR : I see. Okay . Were there occasions in 

which you said, you know, I ' m going to hang onto this PDB 

binder for a while . Like , I need another day or two with 

it? 

PRESIDENT BIDEN : Well , there may be . We ' d lock 

it back up. I said, I want to see this one with what 

tomorrow says . And so I'd keep it and then I ' d have , I ' d 

have it with me in the office for a day, or whatever . 

MR. HUR: Okay. And when you would have it with 

you in the office for, for that additional period of time, 

where did that end up getting --

PRESIDENT BIDEN: It was locked, and the staff 

would - - I don ' t know where they put it, but the actual, the 

actual case it was in was actually -- it had a lock on it . 

MR . HUR : Okay. And whom would you end up asking 

to do that? 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: I never asked anybody, I just 

it just got done . I don ' t know - - I can ' t remember who. 

MR . HUR: I see . Okay. But if you left the PDB 

binder on your desk 
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PRESIDENT BIDEN: Yes , they would take it. 

MR. HUR : How did they know whether to take it, 

and then 

PRESIDENT BIDEN : It was on my desk . 

MR. HUR : - - it goes away . 

PRESIDENT BI DEN : If it was on my desk, they ' d 

take it . 

MR . HUR: Sir, just let me finish my question for 

a moment. 

How did they know - - if they saw a PDB binder on 

your desk , how did they know whether to take it and know, 

he ' s done with it, it can go away to wherever these things 

go. Or, he needs it for another day, so let ' s lock it up 

here . How did they know that? 

PRESI DENT BIDEN: I don ' t ever recall the binder 

alone being left on the desk . The binder would be in the 

bag. If I put the bag on my desk, it says, take it away, 

I ' m finished with it . If I took it and I left it, and I 

left it next to my desk, that meant hold onto it till 

tomorrow . 

MR. HUR : I see. And when you say next to your 

desk, does that mean actually on the floor? 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: I don ' t know where the hell . 

MR . HUR : Qkay . But someplace other than on -
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MR . HUR: -- your desk? 

PRESIDENT EIDEN : Yeah . It would be , it would be, 

you know, sit ting against the drawer or on the end table 

behind me. But it would not be it was too big to put in 

the outbox. I had two boxes on my desk, an in-box -- you 

probably do too if you ' re ever able t o keep up with what 

you ' re doing and an out- box . Okay. So I would drop it 

it ' s big . I mean , the briefcase is this big. I'd drop 

it on top of those two boxes, and/or on my desk when I left . 

That meant I ' m finished with this, this par ticular --

MR. HUR: I see. 

PRESIDENT EIDEN : -- PDB. 

MR . HUR: But if it was not in that particular 

place on your desk, then they -- your staff knew 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: They ' d hold it 

next day. 

know . 

MR. HUR: -- we got to hang onto this? 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: They ' d hang onto it till the 

MR . HUR: Okay. 

PRESIDENT BIDEN : And where they put it, I don ' t 

MR . HUR: Okay. All right. That ' s very helpful. 

And we may circle back to that in a little bit. But let me 

move on to -- as long as we ' re talking·about your staff -
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MR. HUR: -- we've gotten to know the names of 

some of the folks who worked in your front-office staff 

during your vice presidency, 

, and DOJ 
I 

, Michele Smith, 

, who then became 

So I wanted to ask some questions 

relating to duties that those - - I guess I ' ll call them 

front-office staff. Is that an accurate description of 

them? 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: I never did, but sure. 

MR. HUR : Okay . Well , what did you call them? 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: By their first names. 

MR. HUR: Okay . 

PRESIDENT BIDEN : I ' m not being facetious. 

MR. HUR: No. 

24 

PRESIDENT BIDEN : I'm not being facetious. And, 

by the way, a lot of this stuff would come back and whoever 

if my intelligence team came in, and they gave me 

something, they, they ' d come and pick it up , whatever it 

was. 

So, for example, now, I ' m trying to think back 10 

years, but -- or more than 10 years, I guess. No, about 10 

years. But today, I had a briefing with about what's 

going on in Israel, a detailed briefing, in my residence 

upstairs in a room that ' s not dissimilar to this off of - 
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PRESIDENT BIDEN : -- the bedroom . And I -- it was 

a secure call. It finished, and I ordered one of my paper s , 

what I want, and I got on the phone , I said, Jake and 

Tony Blinken -- Jake ' s my national security guy; Tony 

Blinken is my Secretary of State . I said, guys , we got 

to follow up on boom, boom, boom, what's going to happen 

here. And then I took my papers, looked at what I need, put 

them in a pile , and t hey ' re sitting in the middle of my 

desk . Now, somebody now - - it would probably be - would 

come along and pick those up, or another -- or Tony may come 

in, or whomever, and it ' s even though i t ' s in the 

residence, and grab whatever it is that I wanted . Or just 

leave it there for me to be able to review when I get back . 

MR. HUR: So what you j ust walked through was an 

example of your practice as President? 

PRESIDENT BIDEN : It was the same thing. 

MR . HUR: It was. 

PRESIDENT BIDEN: It was the same process . I just 

can ' t remember who the individuals were doing it. 

MR . HUR : Okay . But besides the PDB binder 

PRESIDENT BIDEN : Yeah . 

MR . HUR : - - that was another flow of class ified 

documents to you - - your intell igence team, when you were 

Vice President , bringing you classified material on - 
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MR. HUR: -- other topics? That also happened 

when you were Vice President? 

PRESIDENT EIDEN: You said beyond PDE? 

MR. HUR: Yes, sir. 

PRESIDENT EIDEN: Yeah, sure. 

26 

MR. HUR: Okay. Were there ever occasions -- I'll 

ask the same question I asked before about the PDE -- about 

this other category of classified documents. Were there 

occasions when you thought, I want to hang onto this. I 

gotta read it again, I gotta think about it some more, I 

gotta wait unti l something else comes down --

PRESIDENT EIDEN: If it was marked with a - - if it 

was in a binder, or had a , a marking on it, "Top Secret," 

you know, that cover page, or "Eyes Only, " then I would 

always give that back and have them hold it, wherever they 

held it , and for me to --

But lots of times what happens is, Pat Moynihan 

was right -- we over- classify everything . And one of the 

things that I - - for example, every time Jake might 

writes me a memo, he puts on it "Eyes Only." Well, 99 

percent of what's in there is not classified material . I 

said, Jake, I ' ll read it, go through it, mark it up, ask 

questions on it for him to get back to me. But I finally 

said, Jake, only mark those things which·really are --
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